Extending Analytics Insights Across the Enterprise

Data drives almost every business decision today, making it more
important than ever to provide decision-makers with fast, easy access
to data analytics. Business stakeholders need to be able to rapidly
model and manipulate data on their own, without depending on IT as
an intermediary. This requires a comprehensive business analytics
solution that brings together the cloud, self-service capabilities, and
advanced analytics in a single, intuitive platform.
Several solutions offer cloud-based data analytics, hoping to take advantage of the benefits of
cloud delivery to deploy more modern business applications, or business intelligence (BI) tools,
to more users. But not all cloud-based solutions are equal. Unlike other popular analytics
vendors, only Oracle lets you simplify how you analyze and act on information, so you can scale
insights across your entire organization. It brings together machine learning (ML), artificial
intelligence (AI), and automation in a dynamic cloud platform that delivers personalized,
proactive analytics anytime, anywhere.
ANALYTICS AT SCALE REQUIRES A CLOSER LOOK
Competing products like Microsoft Power BI and Tableau offer strong data visualization tools—
but those features are the bare minimum. To be truly effective, business analytics and modeling
must go beyond graphing and presenting data to encompass the full spectrum of business
processes. The solution should be unified as a single product, rather than cobbled together with
multiple products under a common brand.
In addition to powerful self-service data visualization, Oracle Analytics Cloud puts enterpriseclass reporting and modern business applications into the hands of decision-makers across the
entire organization. With other business analytics solutions, companies must build complex,
bespoke business processes that require multiple separate tools and continuous refinement. In
some cases, businesses must create these complex, bespoke processes from multiple tools, or
even in Microsoft Excel. Oracle Analytics Cloud is a comprehensive offering that is architected
for the cloud. It enriches data with the power of analytics in an elastic way, so that every
process, decision, and action can be truly data-driven—without requiring IT resources.
Designed for maximum agility and flexibility, Oracle Analytics Cloud lets organizations scale up
or scale down to adjust resources for the changing nature of workloads. Its rapid setup
capabilities let organizations immediately create environments for rapid deployment. Automated
administration makes it fast and easy to deploy patches, make lifecycle management tasks
more efficient, and create or restore backups.
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451 Research:
Oracle illuminates its Analytics
Cloud: The sleeping giant
awakens

Oracle Analytics Cloud stands apart from competitors by integrating the three capabilities that are required to support analytics at
scale:
• Augmented analytics
• Self-service analytics
• Governed analytics
How does Oracle Analytics Cloud enable organizations to access business analytics more quickly and effectively compared to
other products? Let’s take a closer look at features and functionality that support the capabilities we’ve listed above, and how they
compare to offerings from Microsoft Power BI and Tableau.
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CORE CAPABILITIES

DETAILS
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AUGMENTED ANALYTICS
Oracle Analytics Cloud produces rich, augmented analytics. The solution employs ML to bring targeted
data discovery, enrichment, and mobility to business users for fast, accurate insights wherever they’re
needed. The solution also supports natural-language generation (NLG) narratives and predictive
analytics and puts these capabilities of ML into the hands of ordinary users, with no need for data
scientists or specialized skills.
• Data Discovery
Although organizations may believe they are completely data-driven, discovery tools require users
to provide data, which can be influenced by an individual’s past experience or bias. For example,
when seeking to explain an HR attrition rate, two consultants might pull in the same information—yet
obtain two different causes of attrition. Oracle Analytics Cloud employs intelligent ML to examine
data first, and then provide an explanation of the attribute or metric to the user to help facilitate their
exploration. The solution can also identify data anomalies for additional insight. Tableau does not
offer smart augmentation for its data flows.
• Data Enrichment
Oracle Analytics Cloud includes data preparation recommendations that intelligently suggest
enrichments and transformations to data. Intelligent ML technology adds context to datasets for
deeper insight. Increasing the dimensionality of data by enriching it with additional data columns that
describe the metrics adds more color to the analyses—and more ways to describe, group, or view
the data to uncover additional insights. Users can preview what the data will look like after applying
the recommendations and make adjustments as needed (see the “Oracle Analytics Cloud Powers
Predictive Analytics” sidebar). Neither Microsoft Power BI nor Tableau offer data enrichment out of
the box.
• Mobile Experience
People use mobile technology all the time in their personal lives, and it’s only natural that they are
extending that mobility to their professional lives as well. Oracle Analytics Cloud optimizes the
mobile experience by utilizing natural-language speech recognition technology, together with a
smart recommendation engine to process it. The Oracle Day by Day analytic app learns what
specific users are interested in, when and where they are interested in it, and who they like to share
and collaborate with. Its smart feed continuously delivers meaningful analytics throughout the day,
to enhance every decision. Other solutions do not offer mobile capabilities with ML.
• NLG–Based Narratives
Visualization alone isn’t always adequate to fully explain an analysis. NLG within Oracle Analytics
Cloud explains visualizations and provides narrative context that presents insights in a way that is
more impactful and easily understood. Tools such as Microsoft Power BI and Tableau claim to offer
NLG but make it available through a variety of multiple third-party plugins. These plugins may share
data with unknown organizations. Oracle Analytics Cloud automates NLG reporting with capabilities
that are built in, without the need for third-party plugins that can compromise data control.
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Larissa Seidler et al., “BARC Score Enterprise BI and Analytics Platforms,” BARC, September 8, 2017.

http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/analystreports/barc-score-bi-platforms-4071728.pdf
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BARC Score Highlights Oracle
Strengths
Oracle was recognized as a top
trendsetter in the BARC Score,
a metric that focuses on
enterprise BI platform
deployments. BARC, a business
software analyst, ranks key
players in the BI software market.
The BARC Score analyzes the
strengths and weaknesses of all
the leading vendors in the BI
market, as well as many of the
smaller vendors. A BARC
trendsetter for the past several
years, Oracle was noted for its
portfolio capabilities and product
satisfaction, as well as its market
execution capabilities.1

• Predictive Analytics
Predictive analytics have traditionally required the expertise of data scientists who devise
sophisticated models and algorithms. Oracle Analytics Cloud brings the power of predictive analytics
to business professionals, allowing them to simply enter data, click, and get a forecast in seconds—
a capability that Microsoft Power BI and Tableau offer in only a limited capacity.
SELF-SERVICE ANALYTICS
Oracle Analytics Cloud removes the boundaries between discovery and display, making sophisticated
business analytics capabilities available to nontechnical users. Decision-makers can gain the insight
they need faster to achieve the business agility they require. Intuitive visual interaction creates a
simple, seamless experience that makes it easy for users to see their data, work with visualizations,
and create compelling stories. With self-service data preparation, business users can connect to the
data they want, prepare the data by blending and enriching it, and then visualize and share it in a
narrative.
• Self-Service Data Visualization
A frictionless user experience is essential to driving adoption and accessibility of business analytics
solutions. Designed for today’s business users, Oracle Analytics Cloud provides everything
professionals require to create dashboards and start exploring data using agile, self-service
reporting. Simple, powerful self-service tools make it easy to get started fast, without requiring
special coding skills or additional help from IT.
• Smart SaaS Integration
The in-depth, layered security in Oracle Analytics Cloud is essential to a successful business
analytics implementation in a SaaS environment. Oracle Analytics Cloud integrates seamlessly with
Oracle Cloud services and supports single sign-on and inherited security so that organizations can
avoid the time and inconvenience of manually maintaining security setups in multiple places. Oracle
Analytics Cloud also connects into the application layer in the SaaS application to draw on its
existing operational business views. These views do not need to be rebuilt, and any updates in the
application automatically flow through to the visualization layer. Oracle’s smart connections are
much more intelligent and powerful than those in competing offerings. Smart SaaS integration is
limited in other products such as Microsoft Power BI and Tableau. Tableau does not offer any of its
own SaaS applications or embedded analytics and cannot connect to Oracle Fusion SaaS data.
Microsoft Power BI uses standard drivers to access applications and requires manual connection
and import processes.
• Embedded Insights
Created for today’s increasingly collaborative organizations, Oracle Analytics Cloud lets users
capture insights and comments to create interactive stories that they can share across the
organization. This enables teams to take advantage of insights in real time as they work together on
projects. Users can embed analytic insights into the ongoing business processes and routines of
others in preferred applications and portals—day by day. They can also formalize collaboration
workflows and share approved models across a wide audience.
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“OAC Predictive Capabilities with Citi Bike,” YouTube video, 4:11, posted by Oracle Analytics, March 11, 2018.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9x0w69K4LIc&index=8&list=PL6gBNP-Fr8KWXlZ8zBnjZtA7s4J9vSB8z&t=0s
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Oracle Analytics Cloud Powers
Predictive Analytics
A real-life demonstration
illustrates2 how easy it is to use
Oracle Analytics Cloud to create
predictive analytics models. The
demo uses weather data and
publicly available ridership data to
predict bike ridership for New
York City's bike share. First, the
demo uses a simple visualization
to show the impact that weather
has on ridership. As expected,
the visualization indicates a small
decrease in ridership when it
rains and a big decrease when it
snows.
The demo then uses historic data
and the ML capabilities of Oracle
Analytics Cloud to create a model
that will predict bike ridership in
the future. Using a year’s worth of
historical weather data for New
York City, the user creates an MLpowered model in just a few
clicks. The demo uses a prebuilt
prediction model, but custom
models developed by data
scientists are also available. After
testing the model with recent
weather and ridership data—
again with just a few clicks—the
demo uses a weather forecast to
predict ridership for the coming
month.

• Reliable, Elastic Cloud for Security, Performance, and Availability
Oracle Analytics Cloud leverages true cloud technology, Oracle’s second-generation Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure, for real cloud deployments. Competing solutions such as Tableau simply host onpremises solutions in a cloud environment. These solutions lack the scalability, security, flexibility,
and enterprise-class reliability of solutions developed with real cloud technology.
GOVERNED ANALYTICS
Oracle Analytics Cloud makes it easy to build a semantic layer and use existing on-premises models
to leverage business definitions in all analytics. Users can select interactive visualizations and
automatically create advanced calculations to reveal the insights in their data. To help safeguard
sensitive business or customer data, role-based application security controls data visibility and access
to content.
• Data Virtualization
A common enterprise data virtualization model is the foundation of effective business insight. Oracle
Analytics Cloud employs prebuilt data virtualization that abstracts physical data sources from the
business views. All data comes from the same virtualization layer to provide a “single source of
truth.” Competing products such as Microsoft Power BI employ a different approach that extracts
data from a variety of different places, which can cause conflicting results. In Tableau deployments,
the business owns the semantic layers, which can lead to loss of control and governance by IT.
• Enterprise Security
Intrinsic security and role-based access are vital for safeguarding critical data. Products that are not
engineered for the cloud, such as Tableau, lack the ability to provide robust layered security in cloud
environments, creating a higher potential for risk. Oracle’s solution lets users take advantage of
Oracle Identity Cloud Service, a next-generation cloud-native security and identity platform. An
integral part of the Oracle Cloud fabric, it delivers all core identity and access management
capabilities through a multitenant cloud platform.
• Self-Service Dashboards
Oracle Analytics Cloud enables your IT department to prebuild customizable dashboards, making it
easier for business professionals to quickly visualize the trends and insights that drive strategic
decision-making. These parameterized dashboards let users filter the contents of analyses by
region and brand. They can then set other preferences to display information to match their choices
and business requirements, making insights more intuitive to consume and use.
• Production Reporting
As the pace of business accelerates, regular, proactive reporting is becoming more essential.
Oracle Analytics Cloud makes high-volume, high-velocity reporting available directly to users on
demand or automatically. With Oracle Analytics Cloud, you don’t even need to manually run and
generate reports; you can schedule them to be delivered directly to the business users. Tableau
does not offer this capability, and Microsoft Power BI requires a separate, on-premises tool to
support this type of reporting.
ONLY ORACLE ANALYTICS CLOUD PROVIDES A COMPLETE,
UNIFIED SOLUTION
Many vendors offer cloud-based data analytics solutions with compelling graphics and visuals, but
visualization is only part of what’s needed for true insight. Only Oracle provides the entire package, a
complete spectrum of analytics for all types of users and roles. Oracle Analytics Cloud encompasses
the business processes around visualization features that go beyond the visualization layer, with
elasticity that helps businesses rapidly right-size capabilities across their enterprise.
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Business analytics at scale intelligently brings together the right data and the right context, making
insights more accessible to executives, business users, and data scientists. With the comprehensive,
cloud-based business analytics of Oracle Analytics Cloud, organizations have the engine they need to
drive faster, better business decisions.
The choice is clear. Competing products require you to fine-tune your bespoke multitool analytics
solution, involve time-consuming and complex business processes, and provide questionable results.
Why risk hidden integration costs and the possibility of incorrect data? If you’re tired of experimenting
with the alternatives, it’s time to move up to Oracle Analytics Cloud.
For more information, visit http://oracle.com/analytics
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